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The game begins and ends in the Lands Between. A place where the boundaries between life and death were blurred.
Players take on the role of an adventurer, with a gender, appearance, name, and class. Starting with the most basic class,

players will be able to specialize their character into a variety of classes, and strengthen their class by cultivating their Soul
Force to gain special abilities, and by exchanging Soul Forces with others. At the start of the game, players start off with
low level Soul Forces, but gradually earn levels up to the maximum level. Players will be able to combine Soul Forces of

enemies defeated to strengthen the character and obtain new abilities. Players may encounter random special encounters
called Monsters, and interact with other players to cooperate, or fight against each other. Soul Forces can be strengthened

by acquiring the skill to perform a special action called a Soul Summon, and can be stored in the Soul Boosters that you
can obtain from Monsters as you explore the land. Soul Summoners can be learned by combining Soul Forces to fuse them
into a new Soul Force, and the quest for a certain number of Fusion Points are also required to learn a new Summon. There
are many elements to Summon, and using the Summoners at the right time can alter the battle course and the result of the

battle. Another new element in the game is the class system that can be created with three different classes for the first
time in the RPG genre. By changing your abilities and Soul Force, you can freely create your own style of play. ※This game

is planned to be released for Android devices.※ CAROUSEL OF POPULAR HITS What better way to get to know the game
than with a rundown of the most popular songs? From the intro theme song "Get Up and Go" to the compelling simple
melody "Kimi no Umi de Toyoyake", all of the songs in the game are aimed at creating an atmosphere of mystery and

adventure, and showing that you can enjoy a heartwarming story. — Get Up and Go by Shiina Atsumi Strong body, mind
and soul: Your body as a weapon Defeat a variety of evil cultists in order to awaken the power of the long lost Guardian,
Raiden. Fight as Raiden to demonstrate the importance of keeping your body strong. — Fight! by Reiko Suzuki Magic, the

ultimate power: The ultimate power of magic Using magic as your weapon, you must

Features Key:
Become a Powerful MMO Boss Warrior, declaring yourself the leader of your group and making a name for yourself

Take Exotic Creatures, Fighting Beasts, and Fighting Beasts who are the strong warriors of the world, and learn to control
them as you rise to power

Personalize your character and hunt down monsters for a triumphant battle for your prestige and territory
Progress through many stages in the game to enjoy a rich large scale experience

Experience the thrill and the excitement of the Lands Between’s battle and discover an unparalleled fantasy world.
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